FAS Group to Study Unifying Accreditation

By MARC GOLDSTEIN

Unification of the course accreditation systems of the College and the College for Women, FAS, will be headed by a task force formed by FAS Dean Vartan Gregorian and the Dean of the College for Women, Nancy Barry Cooperman and Monday.

The F.A.S. Committee, which met for only the second time last Wednesda, has been charged by F.A.S. Dean Vartan Gregorian with the task of developing a comprehensive plan to eliminate administrative distinctions between the two schools under the F.A.S. structure.

Gregorian said a streamlined F.A.S. structure will be an "issue" to discuss held by the administrators on Monday and by the committee as a whole. He斯坦了 "different emphasis" placed on various fields of undergraduate education by the two schools is in conflict with the committee's goal of removing sex distinctions in the educational by the two schools is in conflict with the committee's goal of removing sex distinctions in the educational program and the curriculum, including college life during the fifties. See story on page six.

Selection of U. Search Committee

For Admissions Dean Completed

By LARRY FIELD

The search committee for a new admissions dean officially completed last week.

The committee, which met for the first time Thursday at the Provost's office, is in charge of presenting the committee's recommendations for a replacement for the current dean, Philip S. Perzy.

Perzy has agreed to serve for several years a term as chairman of the University's Admissions and Financial Opportunity Administrator.

The group will also include Corr

College of Arts and Sciences and the College of Arts and Sciences.

The committee is being formed in an attempt to prove "more than just a good business environment," quarreled by the Graduate School of the College.

The course, which consisted of a

U. to Encourage Faculty in Campus Area

By PETER GRANT

The University is encouraging the ways to the faculty members back to living on campus, University Council's Admissions and Financial Opportunity Administrator James Davis said Wednesday.

The University, under new guidelines, has approved for state funding of a rapid housing project for graduate students.

"It would be a great asset to the University," said Davis Tuesday.

"It should be well into the Christ

diary more than one third of the university's students live on campus, compared to 40 years ago, when less than a third of the students live on campus, compared to 40 years ago, when less than a third of the students lived on campus.
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Look how much you can save with Allegheny's Discount Air Travel Plans.

It doesn't mean if you're going home for the weekend or just taking off with a group of friends. Allegheny can save you up to 30% off our regular fares and you want to go. Including holidays and holiday weekends.

Up to 25% off on weekends.
Simple plan to go and return on Saturdays or Sundays within 30 days. It's good anywhere we fly in the U.S. and Canada. East.

Up to 33% off for groups, too.
Your group of 8 or more can save up to 25% one-way or up to 50% round trip. Just purchase your tickets 48 hours in advance and take off together for any city in our system. You can all return separately on round trip travel if you like. And that means you can fly as a group to a central city and then split up. Next.

For information and reservations, see your Travel Agent or call Allegheny at 905-805. We show you how you can fly for less anytime.

The Allegheny Air System has a lot more going for you.
Beloit ‘Experience’ Involves Both Study and Outside Work

BY JEFF RENKIN

An education at Beloit College involves more than just staying inside the classroom. The school is a member of the prestigious Association of Delaware Valley Universities, which means students can take advantage of several other programs.

For the incoming class, the majority of the students at Beloit have just entered a world where they are urged simply to explore their full potential and to follow their interests. This is not only true for those pursuing an academic program, but also for those considering non-traditional paths such as service and community involvement.

The college has a strong commitment to experiential education, with opportunities for students to participate in field-based learning experiences. This includes internships, service-learning projects, and study-abroad programs.

The most unique aspect of the college’s program is the Study-Service program. Under this program, students spend three weeks on campus, followed by six weeks in the field. During the study component, students participate in a course that is designed to provide a foundation for their service work. They then spend six weeks in the field, working with organizations that are addressing social issues.

The college believes that this approach not only enhances students’ understanding of the issues they are working on, but also helps them develop important life skills that they can apply to their future careers. The college has been recognized for its innovative approach to education, and has received numerous awards for its commitment to experiential learning.

Goshen College Combines Flexibility With Restricted Social Regulations

BY MARILYN BLACK

One does not expect to find restricted social regulations on a rural campus, surrounded by farmland and quiet country roads. Yet at Goshen College, a Mennonite liberal arts college in Indiana, such regulations exist.

The college imposes a strict dress code, which prohibits the wearing of clothing that is considered too revealing. Students are also required to wear a uniform during certain events, such as convocations and departmental meetings.

The most controversial aspect of the college’s social regulations is its policy on alcohol use. Students are prohibited from consuming alcohol on campus, and those who are caught doing so face disciplinary action.

The college argues that these regulations are necessary to maintain a safe and respectful learning environment. However, many students and alumni have expressed concern about the impact of these policies on their college experience.

The college administration maintains that it is committed to providing a supportive and inclusive environment for all students. It is important to note that these regulations are in place to ensure a high standard of behavior and reflects the college’s commitment to its Mennonite heritage.

In conclusion, Goshen College combines flexibility with restricted social regulations, reflecting its commitment to providing a safe and supportive environment for all students.
It’s Our Problem

By Mark Reber

As a medical student, I was saddened by the tone of recent discussions on professional responsibility and the future of the physician. I was pleased to see that Greenfield’s letter to The Daily Pennsylvanian stated that he wondered what the mainstream medical profession thought of medical education; the government, as society’s agent, now believes it must accept the responsibility of our profession.

However, the letter is not particularly encouraging. Although the government has accepted the responsibility of our profession, the government is not necessarily the best place to pursue it. We need to accept the responsibility of our profession.

The government has accepted the responsibility of our profession, but the government is not necessarily the best place to pursue it. We need to accept the responsibility of our profession.

The government has accepted the responsibility of our profession, but the government is not necessarily the best place to pursue it. We need to accept the responsibility of our profession.
Gregorian Discusses U. Issues with Students

By JOEL ROSEN

University students Monday had the opportunity to chat informally with FAS Dean Vartan Gregorian on topics ranging from the drive to University advising during the '50s. He dealt with several issues about the formality of college life and claimed both students and faculty were expected to behave within the accepted norms.

Gregorian, speaking in the rooftop lounge of High Rise South, gave the group a brief account of how he eventually became dean, and talked about the formality of college life during the '50s. He dealt with several topics including University advising and counseling and advising.

Gregorian also advocated a "tit for tat" in which prospective students could call the University with any questions they might have.

Speaking in a lighter vein, Gregorian told of his "accidental route" to the FAS deanship. He got his first teaching job, he said, when he was the only applicant for the job, and claimed both students and faculty were expected to behave in the formality of college life. Gregorian said he was offered his position at the University after visiting here to interview a professor for a position at Texas University.

Speaking on college life in the '50s, Gregorian said, "everything was formalized and institutionalized." He told the students of many formalities and prejudices of the times, especially institutionalized roles. He told the students of many formalities and prejudices of the times, especially institutionalized roles. He told the students of many formalities and prejudices of the times, especially institutionalized roles.

Gregorian also discussed "the line" by which prospective students could call the University with any questions they might have.

Speaking in a lighter vein, Gregorian told of his "accidental route" to the FAS deanship. He got his first teaching job, he said, when he was the only applicant for the job, and claimed both students and faculty were expected to behave within the accepted norms. Gregorian said he was offered his position at the University after visiting here to interview a professor for a position at Texas University.
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60% OFF A PIACE PIZZA

Write this Coupon

Dining Hours: Take Out: 4th & Chestnut

Access from: W. Chestnut 47-9530

The U of PA FREE UNIVERSITY presents:

YOGA FOLKORE THEATRE

Presents a performance presented moment invited to experience, laugh, and enjoy special vibrant You are a special gift this season at The Bookstore. Catch yourself some unusual gifts this season at The Bookstore. You'll be sure to find presents for everyone on your list.

The Daily Pennsylvania

JAZZ

The University of Pennsylvania Jazz Ensemble in Concert Thursday, December 5, 1974 7:00 & 9:30 Harold Prince Theatre Annenberg Center Tickets $1.50 with I.D.

THE ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA presents

BEHIND THE UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU

a film/lecture BY Tom Horton, Executive in Charge of Production for the TV Series "The Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau"

Tuesday, December 3 at 3:00 and 8:00 P.M.

Admission: $3.00

Academy of Natural Sciences Auditorium 19th and the Parkway

Catch yourself some unusual gifts this season at The Bookstore. You'll be sure to find presents for everyone on your list.

For the tennis buff, a Wilson metal tennis racket. We also have other tennis equipment and racketes.

Quality wood shirts By Woolrich in plaids and solid colors. They're available in all sizes. From $15.

A great stocking stuffer - Bigelow Tea. We have various sized packages - including most of your favorite flavors.

If you don't have wine to start in this Polyuzzle Wine Wrek we it as a puzzle. Other wine racks from $11.

Our large, handmade jewelry selection includes many one-of-a-kind pieces in a variety of metals and stones. From $3.

THE SEASON

A bit of nostalgia - a beautiful music box playing your favorite song. Available in many shapes and sizes. From $16.
Student Protest Helped Stop
The War In Vietnam
Now Help Stop All Wars!
Participate in
WAR OR PEACE:
THE STATE OF
THE GLOBE
Leading thinkers from many nations will ...
... explore the causes of present-day conflicts ...
... examine global problems as obstacles to peace ...
... investigate the relationship between global and regional problems

"Bucky" Fuller and former Senator Joseph Clark invite you to lively discussions with the experts.
December 3, 4 and 5 at 10:00 am
University Museum 33rd and Spruce Sts. Philadelphia 19174
Information, Call EV 6-7400 (Ms. Roper)
For Mid-East Change

By SETH ROSEN

Israeli author Amos Oz called the conflict between Israelis and Palestinian Arabs "a clash between two rights," and added that the situation "must be seen as both sides of the struggle in a filmed-opera lecture Monday. "The conflict is not a result of misunderstanding," the author said. "It is a clash between two rights, two valid claims. The way out of it is not a dramatic reconciliation, but a gradual, emotional de-stabilisation of both sides."

He underscored that evolution by referencing it to the progression of Hebrew literature in the last 100 years. "Writers seemed to be ahead of the politicians in their attitudes," he said. "For many years, writers refused to see the legitimacy of territorial claims of the Arab inhabitants of Palestine."

The author cited the history of the conflict in the West Bank during the last two Mideast Wars, and blamed the blame for the current situation heavily on the shoulders of the Zionist settlers and members of the Israeli nation. He criticized them for failing to recognize the legitimacy of territorial claims of the Palestinian Arabs, and for their role in provoking the Arab inhabitants of Palestine. To explain these attitudes, he emphasized both the Zionism and the Palestinian Arabs were perceived people, and that perception doomed them to misunderstanding. "For many Arabs," he said, "Israel is nothing but an obsession of the white, oppressive Europeans."
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On Campus call Chris Koster at 565-3259 in Montgomeryville call
Low, Koster at 883-1129

Performing Arts of India
Lecture-demonstration with performance of selected items of Indian classical dance and music, by the class in Theory and Techniques of Indian Dance (SAS 444 and CGS 44C) and the class in Indian Musical Performance PracticeMusic 85 and 85S. Sponsored by the South Asia Students’ Association Admission free; fruit punch and cookies Second floor auditorium
Thursday Dec.5, 9:30
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CHRIST CAME not to be served...but TO SERVE...

Learn how you can serve as a Vincentian

St Vincent de Paul was a Christian priest. A warm hearted man with unbounded love for his fellow man, especially the poor. He advocated the redistribution of wealth for the benefit of the poor and spent a great deal of his life trying to meet their needs. He founded the Congregation of the Missionaries of the nack, and the Daughters of Charity. The Vincentians today, continue his work, and uphold his beliefs.

They organize the homeless and the poor. They teach the young and counsel the old and enlighten men of all ages. They try to meet the needs of the Church wherever they are. The Vincentians plan.

For more information on becoming a Vincentian, write to

THE VINCENTIANS
500 East Charter Avenue, Room 855
Philadelphia, Pa. 19144

DECEMBER GRADUATES
A sales career that has it all ....
Top Company-High Earnings
Prestige Product-Limited
Travel Formal Training-
Management Opportunities

Call Mr. Klein 687-8660
For Scheduled Appointment,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ANNOUNCING
one stepholiday
Airline reservations

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
205 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19106
OPEN MON. - FRI. 10:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M.

ANALYZING
An analysis of urbanization and its social consequences. This course examines the search for community as the modul ium for urbanization. It explores the tension between planners and neighborhood, and several approaches to citizen participation and community control. Students research the background, problems and activities of Philadelphia communities. Discussions with planners and organizers involved in the urban Hill House Board Room, Tues., 3:30-5:30.
Hoopers End ACC Jinx with Tourney Wins

In the Tigers' 30-0 opening win over Mississippi to set the stage for Saturday night's final, Clemson hopes to upset a highly rated Northwestern school's "team of the century." The 16th-ranked Tigers (15-5, 5-5 ACC) will meet the 22nd-ranked Wildcats (14-6, 7-3) at 8:30 tonight at the Spectrum Center in Charlotte, N.C.

Clemson, the ACC runner-up in regular season and tournament play, will try to win its first ACC title since 1958.

The Tigers, who have won 18 of their last 21 games, have the ACC's top defense (63.1 points allowed per game) and are second in field goal percentage (44.9).

"It's a very big game for us, especially with the Big Eight title on the line," said junior forward Bruce Knipe. "We've got a lot to prove tonight."

The Cats, who have won 17 straight games, are the ACC's top team in scoring (73.1 points per game) and field goal percentage (47.4).

Clemson's defense, led by senior center Cliff Bey and junior forward Steve Smith, has held opponents to three or fewer points in 18 of its last 20 games.

"Our defense is the key to our success," said senior guard John Thompson. "We've been playing some of our best basketball lately and we're ready to face the Wildcats tonight."

The game will also mark the return of senior guard Mark Lemons, who missed the last three games due to an ankle injury.

"Mark is a key player for us," said coach Larry Lemons. "His return will give us a lot of confidence."

The Tigers opened the season with a 77-74 win over the Wildcats in their season opener last November. "We're looking to get even," said Knipe.

The Cats, who have won 30 straight games in the ACC tournament, are the defending champs and are the favorite to win.

"We're confident but we know it's going to be a tough game," said senior forward Dan Stinson. "We're going to have to play our best to win."

The winner of the game will advance to the ACC championship game on Friday.

"It's a great opportunity for us," said Knipe. "We're ready to take advantage of it."

The game will be televised on ESPN.

---

Winnis Icemen Take on Bulldogs

By BOB PAUL

Forget all the preseason accolades of "potentially one of the best teams ever" and the marvelous potential of "the most talented team in university history." By the beginning of the season, the Winnis Icemen had already lost three straight games to the Bulldogs.

The Icemen, who were ranked fifth in the preseason polls, have struggled to get into rhythm and have been outscored 12-2 in the opening games.

"We're not playing up to our potential," said Icemen coach Bob Crocker. "We have a lot of talent but we're not putting it all together."}

The Bulldogs, who are ranked first, have won their first two games by a combined score of 12-2.

"We're playing with a lot of energy and we're playing as a team," said Bulldogs coach Bryan Marshall. "We're confident and we're ready to take on the Icemen tonight."

The Icemen will try to stop the Bulldogs' winning streak by playing a solid defense and by shooting accurately from the outside.

"We have to focus on defense and make the baskets we get," said Icemen center Mark Lewis. "We can't afford to shoot poorly."

The game will be played at 8:00 pm in the Winnis Icemen's home arena.

---

Matmen a Mystery as Season Opens

By DAVID SCHRAGER

As Penn and Princeton tangle in tonight's Ivy League opening match, the Matmen are a mystery as they prepare to take on their arch rivals.

"We're looking forward to a tough battle with Princeton," said Penn coach David Sherr. "They're a talented team and we need to be at our best to have a chance."}

Princeton coach John Beecroft is also looking forward to the match, saying, "We're ready to prove ourselves against Penn."

The Matmen, who were ranked third in the preseason polls, have won their first three matches and are looking to continue their winning streak.

"We have a lot of confidence and we're ready to face the Matmen," said Princeton coach John Beecroft.

The match will be played at 7:00 pm in the Princeton University's home arena.

---

Wrestling Preview — a Top Team vs a Top Team

By DAVID SCHRAGER

As Penn and Princeton tangle in tonight's Ivy League opening match, the Matmen are a mystery as they prepare to take on their arch rivals.

"We're looking forward to a tough battle with Princeton," said Penn coach David Sherr. "They're a talented team and we need to be at our best to have a chance."}

Princeton coach John Beecroft is also looking forward to the match, saying, "We're ready to prove ourselves against Penn."

The Matmen, who were ranked third in the preseason polls, have won their first three matches and are looking to continue their winning streak.

"We have a lot of confidence and we're ready to face the Matmen," said Princeton coach John Beecroft.

The match will be played at 7:00 pm in the Princeton University's home arena.

---

Sports Preview

By DAVID SCHRAGER

The Ivy League basketball season opens tonight with a clash of top teams as Penn hosts Princeton at 7:00 pm at the Palestra.

The Matmen, who were ranked third in the preseason polls, have won their first three matches and are looking to continue their winning streak.

"We have a lot of confidence and we're ready to face the Matmen," said Princeton coach John Beecroft.

The match will be played at 7:00 pm in the Princeton University's home arena.